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Experiment to Detect the Global EoR Signature

JWST @ z ~ 15
Planck @ z ~ 1100

• Epoch of reionisation: the era in which first luminous structures form and reionise matter 

• After CMB formation and prior to reionisation: the Dark Ages. Essentially untested by observations

What happens here?

(Courtesy of A. Falkowski)

KECK, Subaru, VLT,  
Hubble & SDSS @ z ~ 5



(A. Loeb, Phys. Rept. 2012)

TCMB THydrogen T21

CMB supplies  
background light

Neutral gas filters this,  
imprinting signatures close  
to transition wavelengths 

21 cm feature  
redshifts to 80 MHz
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A useful analogy 

Jonathan PritchardSKA-low 2013

Global vs Fluctuations
COBE-FIRAS WMAP

to overlap, and (2) the excursion-set barrier (the criterion for ion-
ization) becomes, as per Furlanetto et al. (2004a),

fcoll(x1;M ; z) ! !"1; ð14Þ

where ! is some efficiency parameter and fcoll(x1;M ; z) is the frac-
tion of mass residing in collapsed halos inside a sphere of mass
M ¼ 4/3"R3#̄½1 þ h$nl(x1; z)iR(, with mean physical overdensity
h$nl(x1; z)iR, centered on Eulerian coordinate x1, at redshift z.
Equation (14) is only an approximate model and makes sev-

eral simplifying assumptions about reionization. In particular, it
assumes a constant ionizing efficiency per halo and ignores spa-
tially dependent recombinations and radiative feedback effects.
It can easily be modified to include these effects (e.g., Furlanetto
et al. 2004b, 2006a; Furlanetto & Oh 2005), and we plan to do so
in future work. Here we present the simplest case in order to best
match current RT numerical simulations.

This prescription models the ionization field as a two-phase
medium, containing fully ionized regions (which we refer to as

H ii bubbles) and fully neutral regions. This is obviously much
less information than can be gleaned from a full RT simulation,
which precisely tracks the ionized fraction. However, H ii bubbles
are typically highly ionized during reionization, and formany pur-
poses (such as for 21 cm maps), this two-phase approximation is
perfectly adequate.
In order to ‘‘find’’ the H ii bubbles at each redshift we smooth

the halo field onto a 2003 grid. Then we filter the halo field using
a real-space top-hat filter, starting on scales comparable to the
box size and decreasing to grid cell scales in logarithmic steps of
width!M /M ¼ 0:33. At each filter scale, we use the criterion in
equation (14) to check whether the region is ionized. If so, we flag
all pixels inside that region as ionized.We do this for all pixels and
scales, regardless of whether the resulting bubble would overlap
with other bubbles. Note, therefore, that the nominal ionizing
efficiency ! that we use as an input parameter does not equal
(1" x̄H i)/fcoll. They typically differ by P30%, with ! fcollk 1"
x̄H i very early in reionization, with a slight inequality due to
the undercounting of photons from the overlap regions of the

Fig. 3.—Slices through the halo field from our simulation box at z ¼ 8:25. The halo field is generated on a 12003 grid and then mapped to a 4003 grid for viewing
purposes. Each slice is 100Mpc on a side and 0.25Mpc deep. Collapsed halos are shown. Left: Halo field directly filtered in Lagrangian space. Right: Map of the field to
Eulerian space according to linear theory (see x 2.4 and eq. [9]). The right panel corresponds to the bottom left (x̄H i ¼ 0:53) ionization field in Fig. 5. [See the electronic
edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 4.—Slices from the ionization field at z ¼ 6:89 created using different algorithms. All slices are 93.7 Mpc on a side and 0.37 Mpc deep, with the mean neutral
fraction in the box being x̄H i ¼ 0:49. Ionized regions are shown as white. The leftmost panel was created by performing the bubble-filtering procedure of Zahn et al.
(2007 ) directly on the linear density field. The second panel was created by performing their bubble-filtering procedure on their N-body halo field, but with the slightly
different barrier definition in eq. (14). The third panel was created by performing our bubble-filtering procedure described in x 3 on the same N-body halo field. The
rightmost panel (from Zahn et al. 2007 ) was created using an RT algorithm on the same halo field.
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FIG. 8: residuals at 0.5mK
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(Courtesy of Jonathan Pritchard)



• LCDM predicts T21 depth to be at most 0.2 K. 3.8 sigma discrepancy 

• Unlike e.g. missing satellites in LCDM, this is a simple observable, derived from well-
understood atomic physics. Very problematic for the standard cosmology 

• ‘This may deserve two Nobel prizes’, A. Loeb, Chair of Harvard Astrophysics Dept. 

• Confirmation could come within a few years (LEDA, PRIZM, SARAS2 etc)

(EDGES collaboration, Nature 2018)

(WF effect couples the kinetic gas  
temperature to the 21 cm spin temperature)



Possible explanations?
• Late time injection of photons? Synchotron emission?                    

(M. Pospelov et al, 1803.07048, T. Moroi et al, 1804.10378 etc) 

• Non-standard thermal history?                                                    
(A. Falkowksi, 1803.10096 etc). 

• Foreground mismodelling or instrument miscalibration?               
(R. Hills et al 1805.01421, R. Bradley et al, 1810.09015) 

• Hydrogen cooling: DM-hydrogen interactions?                  
As we have heard from M. Pospelov and Y. Tsai previously, the most obvious 
millicharged DM scenario is highly constrained

Does this cover every DM possibility? What about axions? 



Strong CP problem Compactifications

(Planck 2015)

(2df redshift survey)

Of relevance to: 
early Universe cosmology, inflation, 

big bang nucleosynthesis, CMB formation,  
dark matter/energy, stellar evolution,  

galaxy formation, large scale structure, 
topological defects & non-perturbative physics… 

(Hiramatsu et al, JCAP 2012)

Axions are light (e.g. sub eV) pseudo-Goldstone bosons, 
broadly characterised by mass and 2-photon coupling



``CP Conservation in the Presence of Instantons,’' 
R. Peccei and H. Quinn, Phys. Rev. Lett. 38 (1977) 1440.



• BEC conditions: a system must comprise a large number of identical bosons, 
conserved in number, which are sufficiently degenerate and in thermal equilibrium  

• CDM axions are then natural candidates to condense (at least temporarily). What 
will be the coherence length of this state? It should be set by the horizon 

• Large occupation numbers and coherence lead to significant enhancement of 
certain effects. No longer in the ordinary ‘particle regime’, and previous EDGES-
DM constraints do not necessarily apply 

• Will this state persist? It has been argued that gravitational interactions allow this 
state to rethermalise over time, preserving large-scale coherence (Sikivie et al, PRL 
2009, PRL 2012, PRD 2012) 

• Due to the difficulty of incorporating gravitational effects in QFT there is some 
debate about this latter point. However, for more general ALP models the same 
effect is (uncontroversially) possible via axion self-interactions (Guth et al, PRD 2015)

Condensed-phase axion DM



Axion-induced cooling 

• Coherence enhances scattering energy losses, & thus hydrogen cooling 

• Simple picture: total cooling amplitude comes from a sum over scattering 
targets (i.e. ‘individual’ axions), which interfere constructively if coherent 

• Resulting cooling rate: 

• Mechanism originally invoked to solve the primordial 7Li problem via 
photon cooling (Sikivie et al, Phys.Rev.Lett. 108 (2012) 061304) 

• With cooling rate, boundary conditions & HyRec we can solve for THydrogen

axion mass, number density, coherence length

H energy

H momentum dispersion



A pleasant surprise

IAXO

(Misalignment angle fixed here)



IAXO

• EDGES best fit value translates to 
a (100, 450) meV QCD axion, in 
the absence of fine tuning of the 
misalignment angle 

• ‘Standard’ axions are technically 
in tension here with SN1987A 
(and possibly Cas A, per N. 
Nagata’s talk!), but uncertainty 
exists around this point 

• Should be testable in the near 
future at IAXO and EUCLID

(Archidiacono et al, JCAP 2015)



• For generic ALPS, relic density and mass are unrelated 
EDGES-favoured range extends to (10, 450) meV



Conclusions & discussion
• The EDGES collaboration have reported an anomalously 

strong 21 cm absorption feature corresponding to the era of 
first star formation, offering an exciting new window into a 
previously unexplored epoch 

• For condensed-phase axion DM cooling, this favours an ALP 
mass in the (10, 450) meV range, which can be compressed 
for the QCD axion to (100, 450) meV in the absence of tuning 

• This could be tested in the future at IAXO & EUCLID 

• Thanks for your attention, & to the KEK-PH 2018 organisers!

(full details in 1805.04426, Phys.Rev.Lett 121 111301 (2018))



Extra: axion constraints


